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The goal of education is the advancement of knowledge and the 

dissemination of truth. 

 

In our school we have unique, blend of world class curricula, 

contemporary teaching methodologies, and equal focus on intellectual, physical 

and personality development, resulting future leaders who are ready to take on 

the world. 

 

“The capacity to learn is a gift, the ability to learn is a skill , the 

willingness to learn is a choice.” 

 

It’s a great pleasure in presenting you the annual report.  This year has been a very 

eventful one for us.  It is an enduring tradition to take time to pause, turn around 

to look at the fruitful year gone by, achieving both the expected and unexpected, 

while setting various milestones and then synergizing ourselves to move ahead to 

face the challenges in the coming year, with a positive attitude. 

 

As we share the yearly updates of our activities, we take the modesty to say 

that we did our best to do as we had planned and we are proud of our 

students and teachers who strive hard to achieve beyond expectations. 

Academic achievements reflect a demonstrated ability to perform to the best 

of our ability b y developing one’s intellectual potentials and skills with 

diligence and ardour. 

 

We are happy to share the details of the commendable 

performance of students of Nursery to Class X. 

 

“Excellence in academics is the hall mark of any good institution.” Our 

seniors proved that without any doubt and made us all feel proud. the result 

was 100% and students passed with flying colours. 

“The strength of your mind determines the quality of your life.” 

Participation in olympiad itself is the biggest competition where we compete 

with each other to outshine the talents. 



 In NSO (National Science Olympiad) our fellow mates bagged with 11 

gold medals , 8 silver medal and 12 bronze medal. 

 

 In IEO ( International English Olympiad ) our students grabbed 12 

gold medal , 9 silver medal and 9 bronze medal. 

 

 In UCO (Unified Council ) 9 students got medals. 

 

 In KAT (Karnataka Assessment Test) 36 students were qualified for 

the 2nd level of examination. 

 

 In ATSO (Aptitude Talent Search Olympiad) our students grabbed 6 

gold medal, 8 silver medal and 12 bronze medal. 

 

 In ETSO (English Talent Search Olympiad) our students grabbed 8 gold 

medal, 11 silver medal and 15 bronze medal. 

 

 In GTSO (General Knowledge Talent Search Olympiad) our students 

grabbed 7 gold medal , 9 silver medal and 11 bronze medal. 

 

 In MTSO (Mathematics Talent Search Olympiad) our students grabbed 

12 gold medal , 6 silver medal and 15 bronze medal. 

 

 In NSTSE (National Level Science Talent Search Examination) our 

students grabbed 3 gold medal , 3 silver medal and 4 bronze 

medal. 

 

UPPER PRIMARY 

 

 Gajsma Abacus Exam 

Abacus has been an unique program in Sri Chaitanya. It helps us to 

improve memory , concentration speed and visualization. 

Gajsma International level competition was held in Dubai. Our fellow 

students DHATRI N, HARINI S, MITHAN SAI KAARTHIK S from grade 4 

and  grade 5 participated and won two 2nd and 2 3rd prize. 

 

“Your Positive action combined with positive thinking results in 

success.” 

 

 World Record Attempt 

On 4th December 2019 More than 100000 students from grade 1 to 5 of 

Sri Chaitanya Educational Institutions across seven states from India 

performed sports drill for 7 minutes without any break in 214 different 



venues. There is no current world record in this category and our intuition has 

created a new history in this category. 

More than 76000 students from grade 3 to 5 performed 45 different 

types of yogasanas for more than 15 Minutes without break. 

The world record in category “Most Number of participants performing 

Yogasanas simultaneously at multiple venues. 

These world records are provisionally certified by Elite world 

records (united states) , Asian Records Academy (UAE), and India 

Records Academy (India). 

 

HIGH SCHOOL 

 

“The sky has no limit …. Open your wings fly where ever you want , 

because you are the captain of your own mind and your mind relates to your 

wings”. 

 

The NASA earth science provides information about the earth that 

plays a vital role in our scientific advancement , our national security. 

Even this academic year our fellow students have come up with 

creative ideas in designing 5 projects. 

 

# Four spaces colonies 

# one space hotel. 

 

Events and Celebrations. 

It was a colourful day where the teachers welcomed students with great 

enthusiasm , special assembly by teachers , art time , ice - breaker session all 

the classroom activities and many more. 

 

* Had world Environmental day to know how to save nature through their skit 

performance. Did community planting to promote greenery. 

As a part of world environmental day various competitions were 

conducted for all the classes 

 

* On International yoga and music day :Students took world of music by 

playing different instruments and also performed yoga. 

 

* In accordance with father’s day school had also organized parents day to 

ensure that we children spent time with our parents. 

On this day various party games had been conducted for parents and 

children to make it memorable one. 

 

 



 

HIGH SCHOOL 

 

*  “ The quality of a leader is reflected in the standards they set for 

themselves “. 

 

HIGH SCHOOL : On Investiture ceremony the elected leaders have 

taken an oath and assure other students that they will be helpful and 

discharge their duties effectively. 

 

LOWER PRIMARY 

 

* On 73rd Independence day was celebrated with pomp and show instilling 

patriotism in every individual. 

 

* Teachers are the most important person in our life and important person 

in our life and they mean lot to us. They teach us good things , they give 

us knowledge. 

* Next we had Hindi Divas where we conducted full assembly in Hindi. our 

friends showcased their talents and proved that they are good speakers in 

other languages too. 

 

* To show our allegiance to our state we celebrated Kannada 

Rajayostava. 

 

* “ Relationships with teachers extend far beyond the classroom “. 

 

* On children’s day our teachers amazed us their catchy performance. We 

had frolic day. 

 

We proudly say that our school beat the drum for all the festivals. we 

celebrated Ramzan , Varamahalakshmi Virtha , Rakshabandhan , Bakrid, 

Ganesh Chathurthi , Dussehra , Diwali and Sankranthi . 

 

We know everything happens for a reason. 

We celebrated all these festival to in-still the moral values and help 

everyone to reason out the significance. 

 

“A Mind that is stretched by a new experience can never go back to it’s 

old dimensions.” 

As teachers, a field trip is one of the best tools that we can use to 

provide every student with real world experience. 



Keeping this in mind our management had organized a field trip 

The students from class 1 to 9 had been to woods resort. 

Students visited neighborhood places such as park , amex super 

market , vegetable shop , bank and hospital. 



It’s time to flip-flop your mind with club activities.The young 

learner programme includes club activities such as 

1 ) Theatre club 

2 ) Innovative club 

3 ) Ecology club 

4 ) Literature club 

 

#THEATRE CLUB 

Theatre has been an influential factor in many students , it helps in creativity, 

improving academics, and self - expression is also developed. Various activities 

such as play bay , sing and dance , acting world 

,blending blenders were introduced. 

 

# INNOVATIVE CLUB 

Innovative and creative ideas are the means to thrive in this world.The main 

aim of this club is to create intuition in terms of creative design ideas in 

various field in an aesthetic approach. 

Mathlathan and Gajsma are part of this club. 

 

# ECOLOGY CLUB 

The purpose of ecology club is to build a community of like - minded. It helps 

to create opportunities for the individual members to network , learn and gain 

experience in the field of ecology , conservation and evolutionary biology. And 

it cultivate our mind in the field of environment. Club includes activities such as 

Echo movie , flora and fauna , echo games 

, echo theatre , good deed seed. 

 

# LITERATURE CLUB 

The Literature club is a place where students enhance the skill of reading 

and writing. 

Character castle , story time , school theatre , book budies , poet pal, 

rhyme and time are some of the activities to name. 

 

S Stands for Self-discipline 

M represents Moral Values 

A stands for Awareness of health 

R represents Responsibilities towards society 

T stands for Technological awareness. 

 



 

# June - Theme called Clean India Green India. 

# August – September- theme Healthy India Wealthy India. 

# October – November -Theme was Traffic Awareness Programme . 

#December – January -Theme is Fit India India. 

 

 

“ ARISE , AWAKE , STOP NOT TILL GOAL IS REACHED “. 


